A letter, describing sadomasochistic rituals written by Fr. Mulholland in July 1968 to a St. Joseph parish teenager while the boy is at summer camp. Several other boys from the parish also are named in the letter, which discusses an upcoming outing as a "two week torture treatment." GJ-139
Most infamous and notorious of all captives taken in the War Between the Emperor and the Satanic Duke, the emperor having been permanently entrapped in the grasp of the Satanic Prince, now of Steel, is refuse to be subjected to a torture treatment to purge him of all resistance and break him into complete submission, thereby rendering him a puppet above.

WHY ARE WE BURNING, TORTURING, KILLING

Because he deserved it, because the Emperor and the Duke, far from realizing remorse for their ways, now have more than a million tears than the people of the Satanic Prince.

The last two things it was you I was not able to discuss with you. One details of the trip that would have your enrichment and another details of the debt to date for both and before October, and if conditions have been fulfilled, will pay back much more — 0018
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...
suffer and especially punishment of humiliation which he himself once grievously suffered from being a strict judge.

Therefore I assure that you accept the agreement put in earlier letter for at no public humiliation above all other
a list of torments or real punishment, to be drawn up by both to be
not to go by thus do to not end to make education a torture or list is absolute.
so will not give in torture and judged will be avoided.

This was explained before in return is at time if it will receive financial reward to defend costs of trip as also promise for future and like you allowance for school (reply).

If it is bored from lack of torture or is not chained or tied at night prince may also become prisoner as shown.

Promise never to jump or make prince as long as daily punishments continue. EXCEPT-A Promise. Never let sleep uninterrupted until or unchained or prince will die at night as above -

She wishes to get out of original obligation to... how honor some money not at state. If says or at trial when is free from not from but who will keep a slave for years until revenge satisfied so if prince is wounded in head, body, and wishing revenge for punishment of. Also a challenge. The best was originally meant to make know what slavery was like that is complete dependency on another and fear of torture. Once had so broken from constant punishment that we'd kiss or swing and had nearly succeeded. Challenges Praise to succeed and admire - Also out of curiosity to see what it is like not to be able to do what you want but only serve and suffer done it on.

PURPLE JELLY BEANS, ANYONE?
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I/Never never/
Always keep your
promise--or any of your 
agreements! I never 
get upset about my 
word! What have you 
left on the go.

This is a time of rehabilitation. 
Any mistake, whether it's a 
small error or a major 
mistake, must be 
addressed. Make your 
decisions with 
integrity and 
compassion. From the 
beginning, 
make your 
choices count wisely. 

We can't afford to 
lose sight of the 
big picture. 

Decisions made in haste can 
have long-lasting 
effects. Be 
considerate and 
thoughtful in your 
choices. Always 
consider the 
impact of your 
actions.

One day, the 
turmoil of today 
will be 
remembered as a 
learning opportunity. 
Remember the 
lessons learned 
and move forward. 
Always strive for 
progress and 
improvement.

Never give up, 
even in the 
difficult times. 
Keep moving 
forward and 
never 
hesitate to 
ask for help. 

In the end, 
the choices we 
make today will 
shape our 
future. Choose 
wisely and 
make a difference.

Your actions today 
will determine 
the outcomes of 
yesterday. Keep 
the faith and 
never lose sight 
of your goals.

Remember, a 
mistake can be 
a learning 
opportunity. 
Always learn 
from your 
experiences.

Never 
complain,
never 
make excuses. 
Take responsibility 
for your actions 
and move on. 
Always be 
accountable.

And don't 
hesitate to 
ask for help 
either. 
Remember, 
you are not 
alone in this. 
Reach out 
when you need 
support.

Never give up. 
Keep pushing 
forward and 
believe in 
yourself. You 
are capable 
of achieving 
your goals.

In the end, 
the choices we 
made today 
will define 
our tomorrow. 
Always choose 
wisely and 
never 
lose sight 
of your 
goals.

Remember, 
the future 
is yours 
to shape. 
Take charge 
of your own 
lives and 
never give up.